This arrangement of the Greek text and the English translation is in the Public Domain.

The Greek text is that of the Westcott and Hort, edition of 1893; New York: Harper & Brothers, Franklin Square (usually WITHOUT the marginal readings and their punctuation). Verse references are added before each Greek verse.

The English translation with four highlight colors: first second third highest plus bold and/or bold underline and/or ALL CAPS underline are used for various degrees of emphasis. Red Font color is used for emphasis in some notes. Italics are used for quotations. Bracketed Bible references will be supplied. For example Genesis 1:1 = [GEN 1:1] and 1 Kings1:1 = [1KI 1:1]. Because of a conflict two references will differ from the ordinary first 3 digits for the name of the book (i.e.) Judges = [JDG 1:1] and Philemon = [PHM 1:1]. A one chapter book will be treated as other books for reference (i.e.) Jude = [JUD 1:1].

With its inconsistencies and errors, A. Allison Lewis, over several years ending in 2008, is totally responsible for English translations, references and selected quotes. Users bringing errors to my attention would be greatly appreciated.

[Differences of philosophy such as to text type(s); English or other version preference(s); "bible" code(s) or numerics of whatever kind will NOT receive a "thank you" OR REPLY OF ANY KIND].

NOTE: Some people in the Bible had more than one name AND MANY different people had the same name. Different people with the same name in the New Testament English translation will here be spelled the same way AND if possible the individual clearly identified.

Unicode FONTS: Arial & Times New Roman almost always have been used in this document.

Joh 3:36 ο πιστευων εις τον υιον εχει ζωην αιωνιον ο δε απειθων τω υιω ουκ οφεται ζωην αλλ η οργη του θεου μενει επ αυτον. Times New Roman type has been chosen for the Greek text for its smooth clean beauty of the Greek letters.

The following is used for typing OR copying Greek:

to indicate the first word in a sentence, proper names, some pronouns, making corrections, etc.
EASY TYPING GREEK.

** To setup your Windows computer for using multiple languages please visit:
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/setup/winxp/yourlanguage.mspx

Set up keyboard layout in **EL Mode**.
Set in **EL** code line 1: 1a, 1b, 1c. and 1d.
Set in **EL** code line 2: 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d. **A TOTAL OF 8 LINES.**
THEN change each line 2 to **EN Arial**.

To type **ENGLISH LETTERS** you **MUST** have **EN Mode** **ON**.
To type **GREEK LETTERS** you **MUST** have **EL Mode** **ON**.

---

**LOWER CASE**
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**UPPER CASE** – **Shift OR caps** – **(some exceptions!)**
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---
P39LS TrueType Uncial Font. SAMPLE = αλφα και ωμέγα.
Greek Uncials TrueType Font. SAMPLE = αλφα και ωμέγα
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w e r t y u l o p
q w e r t y u l o p

a s d f g h k l
a s d f g h j k l

z x c b n m /
z x c b n m , . /

(DO NOT USE EL Mode for either of these uncials)
Either of these two uncials may be used on this web site.

Punctuation marks frequently used for Greek text.

Period: .
Comma: ,
Semicolon: :
Question mark: ;
The elder to the elect lady and her children, whom I love in truth; and not I only but also all those knowing the truth,

through the truth which remains in us and will be with us forever.

Grace, mercy and peace will be with us, from God the Father and from Jesus Christ, the Son of the Father, in truth and love.

I rejoiced greatly because I have found your children walking in truth, even as we received commandment from the Father.

And now I ask you, lady, not as writing a new commandment to you, but that which we have had from the beginning, in order that we should love one another.

And this is love, in order that we should walk according to His commandments. This is the commandment, even as you have heard from the beginning, in order that you should walk in it.

Because many deceivers have gone out into the world, the ones not confessing that Jesus Christ [the Messiah] has come in flesh. This is the deceiver and the antichrist.

Watch yourselves, in order that you not lose the things which we have worked for, but that you may receive a full reward [1CO 3:11-16].

Everyone going ahead and not remaining in the teaching of Christ, he has not God. The one remaining in the teaching, this one has the Father and the Son [see 1JO 2:22-24].
If anyone comes to you and brings not this teaching, do not receive him into your house, AND speak not a greeting to him [do not welcome or bless him];

for the one speaking to him a greeting shares in his evil deeds [Negative instruction here - positive in 3JO 1:5-8].

Having many things to write to you, I will not by means of paper and ink, but I am hoping to come to you, and to speak face to face [literally face to face], in order that your joy may be made complete.

The children of your elect sister greet you.
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